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In This Guide

Creating a Task in FYI
Delegate tasks quickly and effectively – straight from an email or document.

Viewing Task Lists
Manage workload by user, by client or practice-wide.

Progressing Tasks Effectively
Updating tasks, comments and notifications.

Get Started with Tasks

CREATING A TASK
Using FYI as your task management engine.
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Using the FYI Drawer as Your Task Engine

FYI makes delegating tasks simple and effective.
Seamless integration with Outlook and Office, means you
don’t have to leave the application you’re working on to
allocate a task and share information with your team.
Simply open the FYI Drawer in Outlook or Office to define
your requirements, including;
•
•
•
•

Task name
Assignee
Due Date
Instructions

Tasks are created in the same way, whether you access the
FYI Drawer from an email in Outlook, or a Word,
Powerpoint or Excel document in Office.
Using the task engine in your FYI Drawer means you can create and delegate
tasks that are automatically linked to the email or document you are working on.

Need Help?
Visit FYI Help > Task Management for detailed instructions on Working with Tasks

Creating a Task

Creating a Stand-Alone Task

Stand-alone tasks can also be created in FYI
using the +New button.

Setting tasks for your self creates a
handy to-do list in FYI

Need Help?
Visit FYI Help > Task Management for more detailed instructions on Working with Tasks.

Creating a Task

VIEWING TASK LISTS
Manage workload by user, by client or practice-wide.
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Viewing Task Lists

Task lists in FYI can be viewed via the FYI Dashboard, the
Clients Workspace and Practice lists.
Your Dashboard provides you with the following options;
• My Tasks displays tasks that have been delegated to you by
others, or that you have assigned to yourself.
• Delegated Tasks displays tasks that you have delegated to
other people.
• Notifications displays all system Notifications from FYI (for
example, if you have been allocated a task or if someone
updates a task that you have delegated to them).

The Alert button un the top right-hand corner of the
menu shows when you have received a notification.
Your FYI Dashboard in your personalised task management tool.

Need Help?
Visit FYI Help > Task Management for more detailed instructions on Working with Tasks.

Viewing Task Lists

Viewing Task Lists
Your Clients Workspace displays outstanding tasks for a
selected client. This is a handy tool for monitoring workload
by client across the team.

Your Clients Workspace provides a client-centric view of
outstanding tasks

Your Practice Workspace displays outstanding tasks for all clients across
the practice. Filter the list by client or by user to monitor work that has
been competed to date or that remains outstanding.

Your Practice List provides a practice-wide view of outstanding tasks
across every member of the team.

Centralising task management in FYI means that up to date workload summaries are always available on screen for review meetings with team members.

Need Help?
Visit FYI Help > Task Management for more detailed instructions on Working with Tasks.

Viewing Task Lists

PROGRESSING TASKS
EFFECTIVELY
Updating tasks, comments and notifications.

Progressing Tasks in FYI

The moment a task is created, assignees are notified via the
FYI Dashboard or email, depending on their preference.
The task links back to the original client email or source
document for context, ensuring all information related to the
task is readily available.
The Comments feature allows questions, task updates and
commentary to be added to specific tasks, assisting in team
collaboration.
Email notifications are automatically sent to FYI users
referenced in Comments.
When a task is marked as Complete, an email is sent to notify
the original delegator and the task list in FYI is updated.
Use the @ symbol to notify team members of updates to a task.

Need Help?
Visit FYI Help > Shared Functions > Comments for detailed instructions on Adding Comments and Notifying Team Members
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